SG PEDIATRICS VACCINE SCHEDULE

BIRTH     HEP B #1
1MONTH    HEP B #1 IF NOT GIVEN AT BIRTH
2MONTH    PEDIARIX, HIB, PREVNAR, ROTATEQ
4MONTH    PEDIARIX, HIB, PREVNAR, ROTATEQ
6MONTH    PEDIARIX, HIB, PREVNAR, ROTATEQ
9MONTH    HEMOGLOBIN AND LEAD TESTING
1YR       MMR, VARICELLA, HEP A, HIB, PREVNAR
15MONTH   DTAP
18MONTH   HEP A
4YR       MMR, VARICELLA, IPV, DTAP
11YR      TDAP, MENACTRA, HPV #1
          DOSE 2 OF HPV SHOULD BE GIVEN IN 6MONTH AFTER 1ST DOSE
16YR      MENACTRA, MENVEO #1
          DOSE #2 MENVEO IN 1MONTH AFTER 1ST DOSE
          DOSE #3 MENVEO IN 6MONTHS AFTER 1ST DOSE

FLU SHOT IS SEASONAL FROM OCTOBER TO FEBRUARY EACH YEAR